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Special tribute is due to those who have given effective and willing
assistance to the production of The Asbury Seminarian through
the years. Dr. George A. Turner has served as Associate Editor from
the beginning, and has been a willing and indispensable aid at every
stage of our development. His counsel has been as valuable as his
direct assistance, while his contributed articles have meant much
to our readership since 1946. Mrs. Kuhn reminds me that special
expression of credit and tribute is due to Dr. Turner for the special
service he rendered the Seminarian during several extended periods.
He served capably and creatively as Editor during my absences on
sabbaticals and leaves-of-absence. Also, Dr. Turner proposed many
significant changes in the format of the Journal, changes which have
served to shape its appearance. This is a very belated thanks to Dr.
Turner.
Equally valuable have been the contributions to The Asbury
Seminarian by Anne Wicker Kuhn. In addition to frequent articles
and editorials, she has given selflessly in the correction and proof
reading of articles. In the beginning years of the Journal, many times
she addressed the envelopes for entire mailings, as a labor of love,
asking and receiving no compensation, never even receiving thanks
for herwork, oral orwritten, until this present time. Her judgment on
the quality and relevance of contributed articles has also been a
valuable asset to the Journal.
Tribute is due to the generous support of the Seminary student
body for the past nearly 30 years. WilHngly, the students, through the
Student Body Cabinet, have voted a yearly subsidy, by inclusion of
the annual subscription price in the fees of each student. Many times
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this subsidy has meant the difference between "hfe and death" to The
Seminarian.
Most helpful also have been those who, in times when promised
contributed articles have been delayed, have prepared replacement
articles � and good ones too� on short notice. Outstanding among
these have been Dr. George A. Turner, Anne Wicker Kuhn, Dr.
Frank Bateman Stanger, Dr. Donald E. Demaray, and Dr. William
M. Arnett. �
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